CLOUD COMPUTING & BUSINESS CONTINUITY
AMIDST THE COVID-19 PANDEMIC
For businesses to continue to operate seamlessly during and beyond the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic, Cloud
Computing services stand out as a critical enabler with companies like Microsoft reporting a 775% spike in service
uptake within the past few months. Cloud services enable access to business applications from anywhere and
anytime so long as there is connectivity and a device and have become even more essential as companies have
shifted to remote business operations with employees working from home under various lockdown scenarios.

MDXi (a MainOne subsidiary) offers our customers a multi-Cloud solution including Shared infrastructure as a
Service, Private Cloud services, Managed Azure Stack Services, Managed Amazon Web Services (AWS) and
Managed Microsoft Azure.

Using Cloud to sustain operations through COVID-19 Business Disruption
Online Collaboration Tools:
Virtual meetings and Work from Home have emerged the only viable solutions for continuous business operations
during this difficult lockdown period. Cloud-based solutions are available to enable virtual collaborations across
multiple internal and external teams, reducing or eliminating physical interaction andenable individuals engage in
real-time despite the restrictions of social-distancing and lockdowns.. As a Gold Microsoft Partner, MDXi is able to
offer our customers Microsoft collaboration & productivity tools delivered as Software as a Service (SaaS) to
customers, to optimize your company’s productivity.

Agility and Flexibility:
In addition to basic office automation and collaboration tools, MDXI offers an array of Cloud-based solutions to host
mission critical applications with reduced impact on client owned resources (people and infrastructure onsite),
whilst ensuring high availability and operational efficiency. As a premier shared service service provider, our team of
engineers are available on a 24/7/365-days basis to address questions that your businesses may have with regards
to Cloud adoption, performance monitoring, collaboration and high availability during and after the lockdown.

Business Continuity and Disaster Recovery:
Business downtime can lead to lost productivity, revenue, and brand reputation. While it may be difficult to prevent
or even anticipate the disasters that could potentially harm your organization especially during the COVID-19
pandemic, Cloud-based backup, Archive and Disaster Recovery Service provides protection for data and
applications during any crisis. By subscribing to MainOne public and private Cloud services options, your business
will avoid costly operation interruptions and meet compliance requirements, ensuring quick data recovery in the
event of natural disasters or unanticipated power outages.
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Security
MainOne understands that security remains a big challenge that businesses face as they consider Cloud services
adoption, most especially data protection and cyber security concerns. Supporting the network and security
technologies that sit between data centers and remote users is a major task, as most users rely on residential
internet-access services over which businesses have little control.
These problems can be eliminated by hosting with MDXi where we ensure encryption of Cloud storage, role-based
access to only authorized users, multi-factor authentication setup, and Managed DDoS (Distributed
Denial-of-Service) Protection Solution, making cyber-attacks difficult.
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Bottom Line
With uncertain future mobility options due to the continued need for social distancing and the pressures most
businesses are certain to face in business survival post COVID-19, businesses must explore outsource service
providers such as MDXi to guarantee operational and cost efficiency, network security, availability and continued
accessibility to service. As the COVID-19 outbreak forces companies to accelerate the move to more agile work
arrangements, businesses reliant on traditional hosting of infrastructure in their office premises need a rethink of
their strategies to stay competitive and remain in business. MDXi is a proven alternative that is committed to
delivering world-class Cloud services across West Africa, and we are confident that we will be able to have a positive
impact in our customer’s post COVID-19 plans.
ABOUT MDXI:
MDXi is West Africa’s leading commercial data center provider. Our business focuses on high availability, security, and
open access connectivity data center services. MDXi operates a network of data center campuses (Lekki, Abidjan and
Accra(coming Q1 2021)) across West Africa poised to meet the rapidly expanding global demand for certified data
center facilities. Our facilities have operated with 100% uptime since inception

